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The Flathead River below Polson.
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Studying Icons in a Perilous Land – Glacier’s Goats
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Follow the leader.
Joel Berger

King of the mountaintop.
Claire Dal Nogare
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Beautifully detailed, hand-illustrated map of Glacier National
Park, printed on heavy paper and suitable for framing.

extensive and have

In addition to

Human and goat interaction on
Hidden Lake trail. Wesley Sarmento

Based on studies in other parks, we do know
that hoofed mammals (ungulates) experience
mixed impacts from our human presence.
the moose mothers of

Joel Berger is the John J. Craighead Chair of Wildlife
Conservation at the University of Montana. Dr. Berger
received the prestigious Leopold Award in 2013, which
is given to well-established individuals who have made
lasting contributions to the conservation of mammals
and their habitats.

Through
arrangements
with Xplorer
Maps, our
readers can
purchase this
map directly.
The Crown of
the Continent
and Greater
Yellowstone
Initiative
will receive
a generous
donation for
each map sold.
Price: $30 including postage. Size 22” x 31” – arrives in a mailing tube
To Order:

Call (888)-333-1995
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Goat kids. Will Klaczynski
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T H E C I N N A B A R FO U N DAT I O N

Measuring Success with words
By Steve Thompson
A fourth-generation Montanan wields a mean crosscut saw to maintain old trails in the
Bob Marshall Wilderness. A young couple returns to their agricultural roots to start an
organic farm along the Rocky Mountain Front. A coalition of small communities has
joined together to create a safe biking trail to Glacier National Park. A group of Blackfeet
women defend the sacred waters of their homeland. And tree huggers lay out timber
sales next to loggers who go to bat for wilderness.
These are just a few of the stories featured on www.ConserveMontana.org, which
was launched in 2012 by the Cinnabar Foundation’s—Montana’s Conservation Fund.
Residents all across the state relate how and why they are joining with their neighbors
and putting Montana’s conservation values to work by protecting the amazing natural
gifts we all have inherited.
Since 1985, the Cinnabar Foundation has aided dozens of groups and projects in the
Crown of the Continent and Greater Yellowstone, donating millions of dollars to support
the protection of environmental resources and healthy communities. Conservationists
often use facts and figures to share their successes on the ground. Acres protected,
miles of trail, grizzly bear population trends, stream riparian segments restored, acrefeet of water left in the river for native fish to survive… all good and necessary, but
sometimes it seems rather impersonal and abstract. Just what is the human aspect
behind those successes? That’s what we set out to discover.

and
Prairie potholes, Badger-Two Medicine area.
Rick and Susie Graetz

Lou Bruno

I

We have been blessed with this spectacular natural heritage not by accident, but thanks
to the dedication of many who came before us. Today, however, a new generation
is working to sustain Montana’s rural character, the clean water, abundant wildlife,
unspoiled public lands, and wide-open spaces that define us, creating legacies that will
be inherited by future generations

and this is one of those stories...
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Looking into the Badger-Two Medicine wildland. Tony Bynum

Lou Bruno is an
ecologist, naturalist,
teacher, expert birder
and an activist. He is
a past president of the
Montana Wilderness
Association and
the founder of the
Glacier-Two Medicine
Alliance. Lou lives on
the eastern boundary
of Glacier Park and
part time in Missoula.
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Healthy Fens
A faculty-mentored, student research project in
the UM Geography Department, which resulted in
a new collaboration with the USFS
Pine Butte Fen. Dave Hanna

Ursus arctos

I N TRO DUCTI ON

free-pictur.net

Figure 1. Map of the study area showing the nine known fens along the
RMF, including the six fen sites for which aerial photos were available for
the entire study period and a full analysis could be done and three disturbed
sites which had either missing photos or were too disturbed to fully analyze.

Joseph Milbrath,
Anna E. Klene, and
J. Stephen Shelly
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Figure 4. Change in the extent and land-cover types within the
Blackleaf Creek wetland complex between a) 1941, b) 1955, c)
1995, d) 2009, and e) a graph showing the relative proportions
of each land-cover category.

Figure 3. Graph showing the change in the number of ponds at which
beaver re-colonization was observed.
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wetland area prior to initial cultivation. Red area represents the complex in 2009.
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Anna E. Klene is an Associate Professor in the
University of Montana’s Geography Department.
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R E SU LT S & CONCLUS IONS
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environments, climatology, the cryosphere,
geomorphology, modeling, and remote sensing.
Joseph Milbrath received his MS degree at UM. He was
awarded a scholarship for this research by the MT Assoc.
of Geographic Information Professionals and presented
his results at the Intermountain GIS Conference..
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J. Stephen Shelly is the regional botanist for the Forest
Service’s Northern Region. He has worked in plant
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Figure 6. Graph showing the spatial change in peatlands along the RMF.
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IT
WASN’T
EASY...
Adversaries celebrate accord on
Rob Chaney of the Missoulian

I

Flathead National Forest.

Looking into Glacier Park from the Whitefish Range. Rick and Susie Graetz
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Snow fun.
Bluelemur
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NG
E
Rob Chaney covers the outdoors, environment and
science for the
newspaper.
Hikers and horseback riders share the scenery. Dave Hadden
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A RAngeR foR the Ages
Lyle Ruterbories The Oldest Ranger in the
National Park System
Matt Volz,

Secluded and serene Kintla Lake. Will Klaczynski
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Lyle Ruterbories. NPS

What Makes the
Grizzlies Dance
Sandra Alcosser

A simple hello at a
campsite can turn
into a 45-minute
discussion of past
bear encounters,
near misses with
historical Indian
migration routes in
the area.

Courtesy of the Greater Yellowstone Coalition

Matt Voltz is the supervisory correspondent for the
Associated Press in Montana.
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Sandra Alcosser
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This High, Wild Country
th
th

This High, Wild Country.
A Celebration of
Waterton-Glacier
International Peace Park.

and
because

Jerry Fetz, Co-editor
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Mtn Pyramid

Celebrating
with

Proseand
Paint

Though these mountains still don’t
remind me of the pyramids of Egypt, I
was suddenly struck by their similarity
to certain Mayan pyramids... With their
stepped and often very steep sides, their

This High, Wild Country,

the Mayan temple-topped pyramids
seem to me perfect stylized imitations
of glaciated peaks. A few centuries of
weathering, crumbling, and general
collapse of the human-made pyramids
of Central America have only made
the similarities more pronounced. It
causes me to wonder what the Mayan
master builders would have made of
this place if, at the height of their own
construction activities, a few had found
their way here. In a certain mood, it’s
nice to imagine that they did.

Cameron Falls
What the glaciers left was one of
the most tortuous, abrupt, and
neck-straining drainage systems
in North America. All those horns
and cols and hanging valleys, with
and ice, shed the glacial melt and
snowmelt and summer rain in long,
waving threads of water that always
surprise you as you approach them,
their roar awakening you to their
true size and volume.

Lake Scenic
… after all these years of studying and thinking about the aesthetic and even moral consequences of what we’ve done in our attempts to
and certainly we don’t do so by dumping strange new life forms on it, however beautiful or extraordinary they may be in their own right.
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Clements Mtn
Almost immediately, for me at least,
the country we’ve just crossed, with its
lingering glaciers, bragging-size passes,
bright-eyed wildlife, and smoke-tinted
light, becomes a little unreal. When
I have to describe Waterton-Glacier
to someone who hasn’t been there,
country, and my mouth trips over
inadequate adjectives. The magic of it
never leaves me, but when I’m not there

Deer in Aspen
While you can count on exceptional, even
extraordinary winds on the peaks anywhere
in the park, the east side, from Waterton Park
down through Glacier, gets some amazing
winter winds through its narrow valleys…St.
Mary recorded gusts of 100 miles per hour in
December 1979, as did Many Glacier a year
later, but in 2006 a gust was measured at 164
miles per hour at Marias Pass near the south
boundary of Glacier National Park.

memory to do it justice.

For a really easy and persuasive look at the
northwest from Babb, up the Chief Mountain
International Highway toward the Canadian
border. You’ll drive for miles through beautiful
but very short aspen forests… In the fall, when
these aspens turn blazing gold, their only
rivals for autumn photogenity in the park are
the pale yellow larch forests that stretch up
and down the North Fork Valley on the park’s
opposite boundary.

Bear with cubs

Larch

At 6:52, I saw what I was most
looking for. A grizzly bear sow became
partially visible, moving through the
scrubby vegetation only a little way
up the slope behind the lodge. Over
the next few minutes, her two cubs
revealed themselves in disappointingly
brief intervals, and then the whole
family settled down in a little grove of
mixed brush, aspen, and evergreens.
Though I saw parts of them now and
then over the next half hour, I never
got such a good look again.
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Marsha Karle

Goats

In 1972, Paul Schullery

Much more than the grizzly bear, the mountain
goat has been the traditional symbol of Glacier
National Park. The Great Northern Railway,
which had so much to do with the opening of
Glacier to visitors in its early years, adopted the
goat as its symbol, and a more admirable one
is hard to imagine… A band of goats picking its
much disbelief as empathetic nervousness.

Yellowstone Science

Coastal forest with hikers

and

The only part of backpacking that I really love is
going down the trail. I just like being out there,
whether trying to put on the miles or just moseying
along…There is an inordinate satisfaction to be
knowing that you are carrying everything you
need, if only for the next couple of days…
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